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Abstract
Background and Objectives Patients with anaphylactic transfusion reactions require washed
platelet concentrates (PCs) for subsequent platelet (PLT) transfusions. New PLT additive
solutions (PASs) contain substances that might be beneficial for preservation of PLT function
during storage. This study compares the quality of PLTs washed and stored with T-Sol,
Composol or SSP+.
Study Design and Methods 15 buffy-coats were pooled and divided into three parts. PCs
with 30% plasma and 70% PAS (T-Sol, Composol or SSP+) were prepared. Washing was
performed on day 5 of storage. Ten PCs were prepared and washed with each PAS. In vitro
variables including haemostatic function (clotting time and clot retraction) were analysed on
day 5 before, directly after and up to 2 days after washing.
Results Swirling was well preserved and pH within acceptable limits (6.4-7.4) during storage
for all PASs. The PLT number was reduced by washing for all PASs and T-Sol PCs had a
further decrease during storage. PLTs in T-Sol were spontaneously more activated and had
lower capacity to respond to an agonist than Composol or SSP+ PLTs. The haemostatic
function was only slightly changed by washing and during post washing storage.
Conclusion PLTs washed with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+ had good in vitro quality for two
days after washing despite absence of glucose. PLTs in T-Sol were more affected by the
washing procedure and subsequent storage than Composol or SSP+ PLTs as judged by higher
spontaneous activation.

Keywords: Platelet concentrate, platelet additive solutions, platelet function, platelet
washing, platelet storage
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Introduction
Platelets (PLTs) are stored in plasma or in a combination of plasma and a PLT additive
solution (PAS). Plasma constituents can cause anaphylaxis and febrile non-haemolytic
transfusion reactions [1]. A patient who develops an anaphylactic transfusion reaction needs
washed PLT concentrates (PCs) without plasma for subsequent transfusions. PCs should be
transfused within a few hours after washing according to guidelines [2] but it would be
logistically beneficial to be able to store washed PCs for a longer period before transfusion.
Composol (PAS-D) and SSP+ (PAS-E) are new PASs containing substances that have been
suggested to be advantageous for preservation of PLT function [3, 4] and thus might allow
washed PCs to be stored for more than a few hours after washing. There are only a few
studies showing in vitro quality of PCs washed and stored with these PASs [5, 6] and there is
a lack of studies analysing haemostatic properties.

We compared the in vitro quality of buffy-coat-derived PCs washed and stored with T-Sol
(PAS-B), Composol or SSP+. The quality was assessed up to 2 days after washing by in vitro
assays including assessment of haemostatic properties using free oscillation rheometry (FOR)
[7].
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Materials and methods
PLT collection, preparation and storage
Blood was drawn from healthy donors into “top-and-bottom” containers (Fenwal, Lake
Zurich, IL, USA). Buffy-coats (BCs) were prepared as previously described [8]. The BCs
were held at 22ºC overnight without agitation. Fifteen ABO-identical BCs were pooled and
then divided into three equal parts. The OrbiSac system (Caridian BCT, Lakewood, CO,
USA) was used for automatic processing of PCs from the BCs [9]. The first BC part was
pooled with 300 ml T-Sol (Fenwal), the second with Composol (Fresenius Kabi AG, Bad
Homburg, Germany) and the third with SSP+ (MacoPharma, Mouvaux, France). Ten PCs
with each PAS were prepared. The PCs were left to rest for one hour at 22°C and then
transferred for storage on an agitator (Model LPR-3, Melco Engineering, Glendale, CA, USA)
in an incubator (Helmer PC2200, Helmer, Noblesville, IN, USA) with a stable temperature of
22 ± 2°C.

Platelet washing
On day 5 of storage the PCs were washed with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+, respectively,
according to routine procedures at the Department of Clinical Immunology & Transfusion
Medicine, Linköping University Hospital, Sweden [8]. In short, a bag with 300 ml of the PAS
was connected to the PC with a sterile connecting device and the PAS was transferred to the
PC. The PAS bag was removed and a transfer bag (Terumo Corp., Tokyo, Japan) was
connected to the PC. The PC was centrifuged at 2790 g for 6.5 min at 22°C. The plasma/PAS
was transferred to the transfer bag. The procedure was repeated once. Finally, 300 ml of the
PAS was transferred to the PC. After washing, the PC was left to rest on the bench for one
hour at 22°C and then on the agitator (Model LPR-3, Melco Engineering) in the incubator
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(Helmer PC2200) for one hour or more depending on the result of visual inspection of microaggregates prior to any sampling. The PCs were stored on the agitator for 2 days.

Sampling
On each sampling occasion 10 ml was taken aseptically from the PC using a sampling bag
(MacoPharma) and was used for various in vitro tests. Sampling was performed on day 5 pre
wash, on day 5 post wash (6-60 min after washing), 1 day post wash (20-21 hours after
washing) and 2 days post wash (43-45 hours after washing) for analyses of blood gases,
metabolic variables, PLT concentration, mean PLT volume (MPV), PLT surface markers by
flow cytometry, and FOR.

Swirling
Swirling was examined by visual inspection of the PCs and graded as 0, +, ++ or +++ (0 = no
swirling, +++ = maximum swirling).

PLT concentration and MPV
PLT concentration and MPV were measured with the haematology analysers, Micros 60
(ABX Diagnostics, Montpellier, France) and Cell-Sapphire (Abbott Diagnostics Division,
Abbot Park, IL, USA), respectively.

Blood gases and metabolic variables
pH, pO2, pCO2 were measured at 37ºC with a blood gas analyser (ABL 725, Radiometer
Medical ApS, Copenhagen, Denmark) immediately after sampling. Glucose, lactate and
albumin concentrations were measured in autologous plasma with a chemistry analyser
(Advia 1650, Bayer Healthcare LLC Diagnostics Division, Tarrytown, NY, USA).
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PLT surface markers
PLT surface markers P-selectin (CD62P) and GPIb (CD42b) were analysed by flow
cytometry.

For measurement of spontaneous P-selectin expression and GPIb anti-CD62P-FITC
(polyclonal chicken anti-human CD62P, Diapensia HB, Linköping, Sweden) and anti-CD42bPE (monoclonal mouse anti-human CD42b, DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark),
respectively, were used. As negative controls, IgY-FITC (non immune chicken IgY,
Diapensia HB) and anti-IgG2a-PE (monoclonal mouse anti-human IgG2a, DakoCytomation)
were used. After addition of PLTs to the antibodies, the sample was incubated for 20 min
before the reaction was stopped by addition of HEPES buffer.

For measurement of activator induced P-selectin expression PLTs were added to anti-CD62PFITC and after incubation for 10 min, a thrombin-receptor 1-activating peptide (TRAP-6,
SFLLRN, Biotechnology Centre of Oslo, Oslo, Norway) was added (final concentration 0.06
mmol/l). After further incubation for 10 min the reaction was stopped by addition of HEPES.

Flow cytometry was performed using the instrument Epics XL-MCL (Beckman Coulter Inc.,
Fullerton, CA, USA) as previously described [10].

Clotting time and coagulum elasticity (G')
Clot formation and clot retraction were studied by FOR with a rheometer (ReoRox 4, Medirox
AB, Nyköping, Sweden). When analysing clotting time and clot retraction (clot elasticity, clot
strength) the sample is added to a reaction chamber consisting of a sample cup with a cylinder
(bob) attached to a shaft in the centre of the cup. When the reaction chamber is placed in the
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rheometer, the sample cup starts to oscillate. The change in the frequency and damping of the
oscillation during clot formation and clot retraction is registered optically over time [7].
The PLT concentration was adjusted to 100 x 109 PLTs/l by dilution with plasma from an AB
D+ donor. The plasma was kept at –70ºC until use and thawed in a water bath (37C). The
diluted PC sample was recalcified, activated with TRAP-6 and analysed in the ReoRox 4 [8].

Clotting time, maximum elasticity (G'max; final clot strength) and time between clotting time
and G'max (time to G'max) were determined as previously described [8]. The mean change in
elasticity (G') per min showing the speed of clot elasticity development (i.e. G'max/time to
G'max) was calculated. An elasticity curve is shown in Fig. 1.

Statistical analysis
The results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Three-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with replication (repeated measures) was used to determine if there were any
significant differences between before and after washing on day 5, between storage days after
washing, between the PAS groups, and if washing- and/or storage-induced changes differed
significantly between the PAS groups. If a significant difference was found before and after
washing on day 5 or between storage days after washing, one-to-one paired two-tailed t tests
were applied for comparisons between the test occasions within each PAS group. If a
significant difference was found between the PAS groups, one-to-one paired two-tailed t tests
were applied for comparisons between the PAS groups. A P-value of <0.05 was considered
significant. Microsoft Office Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Washington, USA) was
used for calculation of mean ± SD and t tests. SPSS was used for ANOVA calculations (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
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Results
Swirling
Swirling was well maintained (+++) in all PCs on all storage days before and after washing.

PLT number and MPV
The number of PLTs in the PCs prior to washing was similar for the different PASs. Washing
resulted in a loss of PLTs (P<0.05) by 16 ± 7% for T-Sol PCs (mean ± SD) , 22 ± 6% for
Composol PCs and 17 ± 4% for SSP+ PCs. The number of PLTs per unit decreased to a
similar level (P>0.05) for all PASs (305 ± 35 x 109 for T-Sol PCs, 286 ± 37 x 109 for
Composol PCs and 315 ± 23 x 109 for SSP+ PCs; Fig. 2) which was confirmed by ANOVA
(P>0.05). During storage after washing the number of PLTs did not change significantly in
PCs with Composol or SSP+ whereas T-Sol PCs had a small but significant decrease in PLT
number.

PLTs in the different PASs had similar MPV before washing (Fig. 1). Washing or subsequent
storage in Composol did not affect MPV. Washing with T-Sol or SSP+ reduced MPV
(P<0.05). Subsequent storage increased MPV for PLTs in T-Sol or in SSP+ and 2 days post
washing PLTs in T-Sol had higher MPV than in Composol or in SSP+. ANOVA confirmed
significant differences in the washing and storage-induced changes of MPV between PASs.

Blood gases and metabolic variables
pH, pO2 and pCO2 values are shown in Table 1. pH was within acceptable range (6.4-7.4;
[11]) for all PCs on all storage days. pH for SSP+ PCs was not affected by washing but was
reduced during subsequent storage (P<0.05). Washing resulted in a pH reduction for T-Sol
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and Composol PCs. ANOVA confirmed significant differences in the washing- and storageinduced pH change between PASs.
ANOVA showed that the storage-induced change in pO2 differed between the PASs (P<0.05)
with T-Sol PCs showing a continuous increase (P<0.05) during storage while pO2 for the
other PASs remained stable. pCO2 was significantly reduced by washing for all PASs
followed by an increase during the storage period after washing. The storage-induced changes
in pCO2 differed between PASs (P<0.05).

Glucose and lactate concentrations were reduced to <1 mmol/l by the washing procedure. The
albumin concentration was reduced to <0.3 g/l (range 0.04-0.27 g/l) by washing.

Platelet surface markers
Spontaneous P-selectin expression (percentage of positive cells and/or mean fluorescence
intensity, MFI) increased by washing and during storage for PLTs in all PASs but there was a
difference in activation level between the PASs (Fig. 3 A, B). T-Sol PLTs were more
activated than Composol PLTs, which were more activated than SSP+ PLTs before and after
washing. ANOVA confirmed that the washing- and storage-induced change in P-selectin
differed (P<0.05) between the PASs.

The up-regulation of P-selectin MFI following TRAP-6 stimulation decreased by washing for
PLTs in all PASs (Fig. 3 C) but differed between the PASs as confirmed by ANOVA
(P<0.05). T-Sol PLTs had lower response than PLTs in the other PASs (P<0.05) and
Composol PLTs had lower response than PLTs in SSP+ (P<0.05) before and after washing.
There was a significant decrease in the up-regulation of P-selectin during storage after
washing for T-Sol PLTs whereas no significant change could be found for PLTs in Composol
or in SSP+.
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The percentage of GPIb expressing PLTs remained at a high level (>96%) after washing and
during subsequent storage for PLTs in all PASs (data not shown). Washing did not affect
GPIb, expressed as MFI, but storage after washing resulted in a reduction in GPIb on PLTs in
T-Sol or in Composol whereas it was unchanged on SSP+ PLTs (Fig. 3 D). T-Sol PLTs had
lower GPIb than PLTs in Composol or in SSP+ on all sampling occasions. SSP+ PLTs had
higher GPIb than Composol PLTs from 1 day post wash. ANOVA confirmed that the effect
of washing was similar (P>0.05) for the different PASs and that changes in GPIb occurring
during storage after washing differed (P<0.05) between the PASs.

Clotting time and coagulum elasticity (G')
The clotting times and elasticity (G') values are shown in Table 2. The clotting time decreased
by washing for all PASs (P<0.05) but T-Sol PCs had a larger decrease (P<0.05) than PCs
with the other PASs. Clotting time was not further altered during storage. ANOVA confirmed
that the washing-induced change in clotting time differed (P<0.05) between the PASs and that
storage after washing affected the PASs to a similar extent (P>0.05).

Washing did not affect the G' (G'max, time to G'max or mean change in G'/min) for PCs with
any of the PASs which was confirmed by ANOVA (P>0.05). Storage after washing did not
affect time to G'max for PCs with any of the PASs but reduced G'max and mean change in
G'/min significantly for T-Sol and Composol PCs while these variables remained unchanged
for PCs with SSP+.
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Discussion
Washed PCs should be transfused shortly after washing according to guidelines [2].
Prolongation of the storage period of washed PLTs prior to transfusion would be logistically
beneficial but requires that the PLT function is well maintained. Until now we have used TSol routinely for washing of PLTs but new solutions are now available for storage and
washing. This study compares the quality of PCs washed with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+ on
day 5 of storage and then stored for 2 more days (day 7) with the PAS. In our daily routine
only swirling has been used to check the quality of washed PLTs, but in this study a number
of different in vitro assays were used to assess the PLT quality. Overall, our findings support
prolongation of the storage period for washed PCs prior to transfusion. PLTs washed with
SSP+ had better maintained in vitro quality compared to PLTs washed with T-Sol or
Composol.

Presence of glucose during storage has been claimed to be necessary for maintenance of PLT
function and viability [12]. T-Sol, Composol and SSP+ all contain acetate, which has been
shown to reduce the need for glucose during storage. However, acetate alone has been
claimed not to maintain full PLT function and energy levels during storage [13]. In contrast,
Guppy et al. [14] showed that PLTs were better preserved in the absence of glucose and
Whisson et al. [15] showed that PLTs can be stored in a PAS containing acetate but no
glucose. Composol and SSP+ contain KCl and MgCl2, but SSP+ also contains phosphate and
Composol gluconate [3, 16]. KCl, MgCl2 and phosphate have been shown to improve the
storage conditions of PLTs [3, 17-20].

Washing reduced the PLT number to a similar degree for all the PASs (16-22%) but less than
previously reported [5, 8]. T-Sol PCs, in contrast to PCs with Composol or SSP+, had a small
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but significant reduction in PLT number also during storage after washing. A loss of PLTs
might lead to transfusion of more PCs to maintain a relevant number of circulating PLTs in
the recipient [21].

Washing also resulted in a small but significant reduction in size (MPV) for PLTs in T-Sol or
in SSP+, probably reflecting a more pronounced loss of larger cells. At the end of storage,
MPV of T-Sol PLTs had increased significantly and to a higher level than for PLTs in the
other PASs (P<0.05). Such an increase in PLT size during storage has been suggested to be
caused by change of the PLT shape from discoid to spherical [22].

We found pH to be acceptable [11] in PCs washed and stored with the different PASs. PCs
with SSP+ had best preserved pH throughout storage, which might be due to the presence of
phosphate [17].

GPIb is expressed on the surface of resting PLTs and becomes down-regulated following PLT
activation [23, 24] whereas P-selectin is expressed only on activated PLTs [25, 26]. Washing
and subsequent storage of PLTs with all PASs resulted in an increased PLT activation. The
activation level of the washed PCs at the end of storage was comparable to what has been
reported for unwashed PCs stored for 7 days [4, 27, 28]. However, it is difficult to compare Pselectin values from various studies due to differences in the analysis procedure. PLTs in TSol had higher spontaneous activation (lower GPIb and higher P-selectin expression) than
PLTs in Composol or in SSP+. This is probably due to the presence of KCl and MgCl2 in
Composol and SSP+ since these substances have been shown to reduce the PLT activation [3,
19, 20]. PLTs in Composol were spontaneously more activated than PLTs in SSP+. Ringwald
et al. [5] also reported higher PLT activation for PLTs in Composol than in SSP+ and
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hypothesized that the more stable and higher pH of SSP+ PCs might have contributed to this.
Washing reduced the PLT capacity to respond to the PLT agonist TRAP-6, most likely due to
increased spontaneous activation. PLTs in SSP+ had best preserved capacity to respond to the
agonist while T-Sol PLTs had a much lower response capacity than PLTs in Composol or in
SSP+. GPIb and P-selectin have been reported to be involved in the post transfusion clearance
of PLTs [29, 30] and may affect the in vivo viability of PLTs [31-33] but other studies report
only a weak or no correlation between activation level and in vivo viability [34, 35]. The
relevance of the differences in activation level found in this study therefore needs to be further
investigated.

We assessed the haemostatic properties of the PLTs by FOR which shows the capacity of
PLTs to participate in clot formation (clotting time) and clot retraction (elasticity). Washing
shortened the clotting time, possibly reflecting the increased spontaneous PLT activation. TSol PCs had shortest clotting time directly after washing as well highest PLT activation.
When PLTs become activated not only P-selectin is released from the PLT granules but also
other pro-coagulant substances such as ADP, fibrinogen and coagulation factors [36] and such
a release into the PC might account for the shortening of the clotting time. In contrast to our
findings in this study, we did not find any effect of washing on the clotting time in a previous
study when PLTs were washed with T-Sol on day 1 and 7 [8]. The ability of the PLTs to
participate in clot retraction was not affected by washing with any of the PASs which is in
accordance with our previous study [8]. However, by the end of storage after washing (2 days
post wash) we found a small reduction in clot retraction for PLTs in T-Sol or in Composol
(P<0.05).
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By visual inspection we found that washing with Composol resulted in formation of microaggregates requiring a longer resting period after washing than for PCs with T-Sol or with
SSP+ to dissolve the aggregates. It is possible that the larger drop in pH after washing with
Composol might have caused the formation of micro-aggregates. However, the formation of
micro-aggregates did not result in an inferior quality of Composol PCs compared to T-Sol
PCs as judged by the in vitro analyses we used.

In summary, we found that PLTs washed with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+ had good in vitro
quality for up to 2 days after washing (well maintained swirling, pH, and good ability to
promote clot formation and clot retraction) despite the absence of glucose. However, when
comparing the PASs, PCs washed with T-Sol showed less well preserved in vitro variables
during storage after washing as seen by a reduction in PLT number, highest spontaneous PLT
activation and lowest PLT response to an activation agonist while PLTs washed with SSP+
showed best in vitro quality. The results of this study support a prolongation of the storage
period for washed PCs prior to transfusion and the use of SSP+ for PLT washing and storage.
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Fig.1. A typical FOR curve showing the changes in clot elasticity (G', Pa) over time in a PC
with T-Sol with clotting time, maximum elasticity (G'max) and time to G'max indicated.

Fig.2. PLT number (A) and mean PLT volume (B) for PLTs in T-Sol, Composol or SSP+ pre
wash, post wash, 1 day post wash and 2 days post wash.
*

Significant difference (P<0.05) compared to day 5 after washing within each PAS group.

Results are expressed as mean + SD for n=10.

Fig.3. Flow cytometry data for PLTs in T-Sol, Composol or SSP+ pre wash, post wash, 1 day
post wash and 2 days post wash. Spontaneous P-selectin expression as percentage of positive
PLTs (A) and as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI;B) in arbitrary units (AU). The upregulation of P-selectin MFI following TRAP-6 stimulation (C). Spontaneous expression of
GPIb measured as MFI (D).
*

Significant difference (P<0.05) compared to day 5 after washing within each PAS group.

Results are expressed as mean + SD for n=10.
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Table 1. Blood gas variables of PCs with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+
Results are expressed as mean  SD (n=10). Statistical differences between storage days are
indicated separately for PCs in T-Sol, Composol or SSP+.
a

= P<0.05 vs. post wash.

b

= P<0.05 vs. T-Sol, c = P<0.05 vs. Composol.

Table 2. FOR variables of PCs with T-Sol, Composol or SSP+
Results are expressed as mean ± SD (n=10). Statistical differences between storage days are
indicated separately for PCs in T-Sol, Composol or SSP+.
a

= P<0.05 vs. post wash.

b

= P<0.05 vs. T-Sol, c = P<0.05 vs. Composol.
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Table 1
Variable

PC type

Pre wash

Post wash

1 day post wash 2 days post wash

pH

T-Sol

7.13  0.05ac 6.90  0.03

6.81  0.02a

6.90  0.04

(37C)

Composol 7.20  0.05ab 6.88  0.04

6.80  0.05a

6.90  0.05

SSP+

7.13  0.04c

7.16  0.01bc

7.12  0.01abc

7.11  0.01abc

pO2

T-Sol

17.6  1.2

18.1  1.4

18.7  1.8

20.2  1.4a

(kPa)

Composol 18.0  1.4a

18.9  1.7

18.3  1.3a

18.7  2.0

SSP+

17.8  1.6

18.4  1.0

17.9  1.3

18.6  2.2

pCO2

T-Sol

2.5  0.2a

0.6  0.1

1.0  0.1a

1.0  0.1ac

(kPa)

Composol 2.3  0.2a

0.5  0.1

1.1  0.1a

1.2  0.1ab

0.3  0.0bc

0.7  0.1abc

1.1  0.1ab

SSP+

2.1  0.2ab
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Table 2
Variable

PC type

Pre wash

Post wash

1 day post wash

2 days post wash

10.7  1.9a

8.2  1.4c

9.3  1.4

8.8  1.9

Composol 10.2  1.3a

9.1  1.9b

9.0  1.8

8.7  2.0

SSP+

10.7  1.7a

9.2  1.3b

9.4  1.8

9.0  2.3

T-Sol

1339  122

1350  197

1250  90a

1167  120a

Composol 1365  73

1370  99

1296  98a

1201  196a

1360  98

1373  71

1375  224

1328  125b

35.2  1.9

33.7  2.3c

34.1  2.2

34.6  1.5

Composol 35.4  1.8

35.3  1.7b

35.4  2.0

34.6  2.0

37.0  2.0b

37.4  3.5b

37.4  2.1b

36.7  1.7bc

38  3

40  5

37  3

34  4a

Composol 39  3

39  3

37  3

35  7a

37  4

37  4

37  6

37  4

Clotting time
(min)

T-Sol

G'max
(Pa)

SSP+

Time to G'max
(min)

T-Sol

SSP+

Mean change in G'/min
(Pa/min)

T-Sol

SSP+
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